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By GHOSTZAPPER (2000). Horse of the year in U.S. Stakes winner of $3,446,120, Breeders' Cup Classic [G1]-ntr, 1 1/4 miles in 1:59.02 (LS, $2,080,000), etc. Sire of 12 crops of racing age, 1024 foals, 711 starters, 77 stakes winners, 5 champions, 531 winners of 1929 races and earning $80,661,187 USA, including Shaman Ghost (Champion in Canada, $3,859,311 USA, Santa Anita H. [G1] (SA, $450,000), etc.), Judy the Beauty (Champion in U.S., $1,815,922 USA, Breeders' Cup Filly and Mare Sprint [G1] (SA, $550,000), etc.), Holy Helena (Champion in Canada, to 5, 2019, $1,330,018 USA, Sheepshead Bay S. [G2] (BEL, $120,000), etc.), Hunters Bay (Champion in Canada, $611,091 USA, Dominion Day S. [G3] (WO, $126,000(CAN)), etc.), Zapper Pirate (Champion in Mexico, $30,230 USA).

1st dam
MUSIC NOTE, by A.P. Indy. 7 wins in 12 starts, 2 to 4, $1,615,000, Coaching Club American Oaks [G1] (BEL, $180,000), Mother Goose S. [G1] (BEL, $150,000), Beldame S. [G1] (BEL, $360,000), Ballerina S. [G1] (SAR, $180,000), Gazelle S. [G1] (BEL, $150,000), 2nd Alabama S. [G1] (SAR, $120,000), 3rd Breeders' Cup Ladies' Classic [G1] (OSA, $200,000), Breeders' Cup Ladies' Classic [G1] (OSA, $198,000). Dam of 8 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners--Ventura Highway (g. by Street Cry (IRE)). 12 wins, 3 to 7, 2019, $217,925. Mystic Guide (c. by Ghostzapper). See below. Memento Mori (c. by Street Cry (IRE)). Winner at 3 in FR , $217,725 (USA).

2nd dam


3rd dam
Maisons-Laffitte [G2], Prix Amandine [L], Prix du Pin [L], 2nd Prix Finlande [L], Prix de l'Obelisque [L], 4th Prix de la Grotte [G3]. Dam of--


=Hartshead (GB) (g. by Machiavellian). 8 wins, 5 to 7 in ENG, placed at 7 in SWE, $197,795 (USA), 3rd Nickes Minnesloping [L].

=Zalida (IRE) (f. by Machiavellian). Winner at 3 in FR, $20,204 (USA). Dam of--

=Super Kenny (IRE) (g. by Kendor (FR)). 14 wins, 3 to 10 in FR, GER and ENG, $220,105 (USA), 3rd Grand Prix du Nord [L].

Monaassabaat (f. by Zilzal). 3 wins at 2 and 3 in ENG, placed in 1 start at 3 in NA, $76,622 (USA), Tattersalls Virginia S. [L], 2nd John Musker S. [L], 3rd Cardinal H. [L] (CD, $11,750), Oak Tree S. [L]. Dam of--

=Prince Alzain (c. by Street Sense). 5 wins, 2 to 4 in ENG, placed in 1 start at 3 in TUR, $126,623 (USA), Coral.co.uk Churchill S. [L], 2nd Free Grand National Bets at Freebetting.co.uk International Trial S. [L], 3rd International France Galop FRBC Anatolia Trophy [L].

=Echo River (f. by Irish River (FR)). 2 wins in 4 starts at 2 in ENG, $48,280 (USA), Milcars Star S. [L], 2nd Rothmans Royals May Hill S. [G3]. Producer.

Angel Craft (f. by A.P. Indy). 2 wins at 4, $124,260. Dam of--

=Artigiano (g. by Distorted Humor). Winner at 2 and 7 in ENG and UAE, $224,937 (USA), 2nd Juddmonte Royal Lodge S. [G2], Veuve Clicquot Vintage S. [G2], 3rd Longines Prima Luna Singspiel S. [L].

Tygry (f. by Silver Hawk). Unraced. Dam of--


Sous Entendu (f. by Shadeed). Winner at 3 in FR, placed at 3 in NA, $36,112 (USA), 3rd Prix de la Grotte [G3]. Dam of--


=Slip Stream (c. by Irish River (FR)). 3 wins in 6 starts, 2 to 4 in ENG and GER, placed at 3 and 6 in FR and UAE, $161,792 (USA), Berlin Brandenburg-Trophy [G2], Vodafone Thoroughbred Airline Prix Jean Prat [G1], 3rd Grosvenor Casinos Dante S. [G2].

=Banafsajee (f. by Pleasant Colony). 5 wins at 3 and 4 in FR, $98,648 (USA), Prix Casimir Delamarrre [L], Prix du Ranelagh [L], 3rd Suave Dancer-Prix Charles Laffitte [L], Prix Jacques de Bremont-Tiercee Magazine [L]. Dam of--

=Banksia (GB) (f. by Marju (IRE)). Winner at 2 and 3 in FR, $47,124 (USA), Prix Ronde de Nuit [L]. Dam of--

=Violet Lane (GB) (f. by Danzero (AUS)). 3 wins at 3 in FR, $43,683 (USA), 3rd Prix Joubert [L]. Producer.

Our Sousy (f. by Silver Hawk). Winner in 1 start at 3 in ENG, placed at 2 and 3 in FR, $22,887 (USA). Dam of--

=Radar (AUS) (f. by Exceed And Excel (AUS)). 3 wins at 3 and 4 in AUS, $146,804 (USA). Dam of--

=Intuition (AUS) (g. by Street Cry (IRE)). 8 wins at 3 and 4 in AUS, $320,763 (USA), Gold Hawkesbury Rush [L], 3rd Simon George & Sons W. J. Healy S. [G3].

Clafoutis (f. by Unbridled's Song). Unplaced in 1 start in ENG. Dam of--

=Bambazonki (g. by Hard Spun). 9 wins, 2 to 7, $159,647 (USA), 2nd Kitten's Joy S. [L] (GP, $20,000).

Grilse (f. by Rahy). Unplaced in 1 start in FR. Dam of--

=Alverta (AUS) (f. by Flying Spur (AUS)). 8 wins, 3 to 6 in AUS, placed in 2 starts at 7 in ENG, $984,933 (USA), Hwt. older mare at 7 on English Free Hand., 5 - 7 fur., Coolmore Classic Tad Kennedy S. [G1], Breeders' Classic [G2], Rooty Hill RSL Club & Resort Hawkesbury Guineas [L], Remedial Building Services Brisbane H. [L], Norths Leagues &
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Services Club Just Now H. [L], etc. Producer.

=AEROBATICS (AUS) (f. by =Exceed And Excel (AUS)). 6 wins, 2 to 5 in AUS, $603,289 (USA), Darley Crown [G3], Sportingbet Sprint Series Final Northwood Plume S. [G3], Darley Hawkesbury Crown [L], 2nd Coolmore Dark Jewel Classic [G3], P. J. Bell S. [L], etc. Producer.

=REVOLTE (AUS) (g. by French Deputy). 4 wins at 3 and 4 in SIN, $237,589 (USA), Stewards’ Cup [L], Singapore Guineas [L], 3rd Magic Millions Orchid Juvenile Championship Trophy [L].

=Star Mystic (AUS) (f. by =Flying Spur (AUS)). 4 wins at 2 and 3 in AUS, $83,532 (USA), 3rd Surround S. [G2]. Producer.

=REVOLTE (AUS) (g. by French Deputy). 4 wins at 3 and 4 in SIN, $237,589 (USA), Stewards’ Cup [L], Singapore Guineas [L], 3rd Magic Millions Orchid Juvenile Championship Trophy [L].

=REVOLTE (AUS) (g. by French Deputy). 4 wins at 3 and 4 in SIN, $237,589 (USA), Stewards’ Cup [L], Singapore Guineas [L], 3rd Magic Millions Orchid Juvenile Championship Trophy [L].

State Secret (GB) (f. by Green Desert). Winner at 2 in FR, $19,063 (USA). Dam of--
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Song of Silence (f. by Unbridled’s Song). 2 wins at 3 in ENG, $29,218 (USA), 2nd Intercasino.co.uk Masaka S. [L]. Producer.

Multahib (c. by Shadeed). 9 wins, 3 to 10 in FR and HK, $124,875 (USA).

=Handsome Dancer (c. by Nijinsky II). 7 wins, 4 to 7 in GER, placed at 3 in FR, $51,305 (USA).

Arkaan (g. by Nijinsky II). Winner at 3 and 4 in ENG and UAE, $29,230 (USA).

Note Musicale (GB) (f. by Sadler’s Wells). See above.

=Cloudy Skies (IRE) (f. by Sadler’s Wells). Unplaced in 1 start in FR. Dam of--

=KHATEER (AUS) (c. by Green Desert). 5 wins, 3 to 5 in AUS and SAF, $37,121 (USA), F. Verbaan Builders C. C. Michaelmas H. [L].